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�As rather safe it is possible to consider only the system which is switched o�, immured in

the concrete case, locked indoors with lead walls and protected by the armed guard, but also

in this case doubts don't leave me Eugene H. Spa�ord -the information security expert.

Information revolution overtook Russia during the di�cult economic and political period
and demanded urgent regulation of problems arising on its way. Meanwhile, as we know, legal
mechanisms can be included and become e�ective only when the public relations which are
subject to regulation, were enough stabilized. The need of early development of legal bases
of information relations provided to hasty and not always to correct formation of a number
of basic legal concepts of this area with their speci�cation in each following statutory act.[1]

Now, when a number of basic regulations in the �eld of information relations is created
and accepted, there came time for their application in practice. However on this way tests
and mistakes, usual for implementation of the decisions made with haste are inevitable. It
is important that terminological inaccuracy of a statement of the law or the methodological
recommendation about its execution can entail its wrong application, and consequently
negative consequences. And if such mistakes made in the �eld of the economic relations, can
be e�ectively corrected in one or another way, mistakes in the criminal and repressive �eld
are re�ected in constitutional laws and freedoms of speci�c citizens and have irreversible
character. In modem conditions it is di�cult to overestimate the importance of precisely
formalized idea of essence and properties of information as a phenomenon over which are
carried out various including criminal actions in the information sphere. For criminalistics
problems of crimes disclosure and investigation it is important to have write system of ideas
of an essence of this phenomenon and its qualities which were showed in various situations.

Development and wide circulation of the information and telecommunication technologies
providing more e�ective using of information resources, de�ned the need of legal assessment
of the situation and development of organizationally - legal mechanisms of suppression of
socially dangerous behavior (or "criminal activity") in this �eld.[2]

The formation of domestic legislative regulation in the �eld of information legal attitudes
took place a di�cult way .Recognition by society, and after it by the legislator of the
fact of existence of information resource as the real object having material expression, the
information recognition as an object of the civil rights, the determination of possibility of
recognition of the property right of physical and legal entities, the states on information,
information systems, technologies and means of their providing entailed the need of the
state reaction in the �eld of a criminal and legal bans.

The analysis of standards of the existing criminal code of the Russian Federation shows
that the development of the legislative regulation of information legal attitudes has found
in it its re�ection, but for the correct understanding and for the estimation of a number of
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actions provided by the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation as socially dangerous, it is
necessary to attract the standards of all legislation regulating these actions as illegal.

What can I add? First example � information which was made by Eduard Snouden. He
told that America used program PRISM to read sms, emails, information about users Apple,
Google, Mail, Skype. They listened phone talks of the whole world. The second example is
Fund Market. [3]3 minutes cost near 200 milliards dollars. False information at Twitter of
Associated Press about attack to Barack Abama called sale on the Fond Market. After 3
minutes was published true information and prices stand normal. In 3 minutes somebody
has made more then 200 milliards dollars. This examples show us that information cost not
hundreds, not thousands, not millions, but more and more. The main power of 21 sentry is
information. Who has information, has the whole world. The information security is very
important in our life and we must �nd the way to solve problem with information crimes.
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